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WHERE CREATIVITY 
MEETS ELEGANCE!
We are a leading decorations company 
dedicated to transforming ordinary spaces 
into extraordinary events. 

With years of experience in the industry, we are known for our 
impeccable craftsmanship, attention to detail and commitment 
to exceeding expectations. 
Our extensive selection of decorations allows us to 
accommodate a wide range of themes, ensuring that your event 
is a true reflection of your unique personality and vision.

With a passion for design and an eye for detail, we specialize in 
creating captivating atmospheres that leave a lasting impression.
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FORESTA FANTASY
Festive days ahead! Embellish your interior with velvet, crushed satin and rich woven materials 
with raw edges. Make a real statement with gold dotted flower prints and remarkable rich looking 
items. Also add elements with iridescent shine. Hold on to interesting colors like cream, soft pink, 
nile, and dark green combined with old purple, aubergine, and petrol for a dramatic addition. 
Integrate rose and gold for an opulent feel. Astonish your guests by a mystical and curious 
ambiance full of surprises.

Glam raw deco fabric
& deco ribbon

5755

Mesh deluxe flatbag 
4295F

Crushente deco fabric 
& ribbon wired 

5626

Bryanto cord
1374

Foresta deco banner
5205
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ADORNING AUTUMN
Embrace the tranquility and warmth of this 
autumn season. Take a forest walk and draw 
inspiration from the beautiful elements of 
Mother Nature. Collect leaves, mushrooms, 
acorns, and many more items to create 
wonderful DIY decorations at home. Set the 
tone with a rustic ambiance, using natural 
fabrics combined with materials like wood, 
birch, and items with coarse textures. Get 
comfortable and relish in the adorned beauty 
of autumn!
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OUR COLLECTIONS 
Collections and products designed and developed with a feel for 
elegance and style. They reflect our personality and show what 
Vivant is known for. Proven over the course of many years.

Cotton Raw MC ribbon
 5525

Birch ribbon
0322

Milano paper pouch 
5803B

PAPER  
A versatile and renewable resource that holds endless possibilities. 
We take great joy in working with recycled paper, using it to craft 
exquisite garlands, delicate paper flowers and elegant banners that 
add a touch of beauty to any setting. By giving new life to this humble 
material, we minimize waste and celebrate the art of upcycling.

Jutex ribbon
5271

Jutex cord
5271

it’s
 ela

stic
!
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OUR BASICS
Complimentary to our trendy items we carry several basic lines in all kind 
of products. Throughout the whole year you can choose any colour you 
like and add to your selection to create your personal preference.
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COSY CHRISTMAS
Cosy Christmas brings you harmony, nostalgia, 
and happiness! It’s time to get a Christmas tree 
and decorate it with brightly colored lights. Place 
typical figures like nutcrackers, reindeers, and 
stars around. Enjoy the fresh scent of pine, 
eucalyptus and berries. Wrap gifts in traditional 
 colors such as cream, natural, red, green, 
 and gold, and add some fancy name tags 
 with vintage writing. Gather around with 
 family and enjoy all the good things!
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SERVICE AND PERFORMANCE 
We keep stock to serve you with fast and daily deliveries 
and keep you and your clients performing succesfully. 
The right goods at the right time.

Xmas stickers 0976
Winter stickers 1472
Christmas stickers 0966
Feast stickers 1473

Christmas tags
0966D

Nutcracker paperbag
5337B

Reindeer flatbag 
5423F

Nutcracker ribbon 
5337

Reindeer flatbag 
5423F
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WINTER WONDER
Snowflakes falling softly from the sky and 
frozen branches sparkle like diamonds in 
the natural silence. Let winter take over 
your home decor with plated twigs and 
precious crystal-wired items. Combine 
lightweight textiles such as raw chiffon 
and organza with cozy materials like 
wool, bouclé and soft fabrics with 
gold fringes. White and nude colors 
will bring harmony and peace to 
your furnishings this season. 
Immerse yourself in 
an enchanting 
winter wonder!
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RESPONSIBILITY  
We take our environmental responsibility seriously. We work for 
instance with eco-friendly paper. And paper manufactured by 
ecological and sustainable methods to preserve the trees.

QUALITY
Quality and production specifics are controlled thoroughly 
to ensure that the products meet the highest standards. 
Our goal is to be a reliable partner and working together 
on a long term relationship.

Webbing DLX bag & bottlebag
 5336B

Bouclette deco fabric 
5334

Flor DLX decoration
1510D

Sona ribbon 4073
Faux light cord 1600

Fancy cord 
1457

Webbing DLX boxset 
5336D
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BASE BLISS
Simply surround yourself with inspiring beings and 
things, creating your own precious atmosphere! 
Give your basic interior a subtly luxurious vibe with 
chic woven fabrics, sparkling shaped figures, gold 
webbing accessories, marble and fancy handmade 
flowers of gold yarn. Form a place of comfort and 
timeless elegance. Neutral colors like cream, light grey, 
sand, and brown combine well with black and gold. 
Give the foundation some bliss!
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BESPOKE
Besides our unique stock collection we foresee in customised solutions. From small 
personal wishes like a brand name on ribbon to bespoke products and total concepts.

ON DEMAND

Our team provides 
professional advice and 
develops your ideas into the 
right design. We create with 
you and for you. It’s all about 
identity to make a difference.
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Vivant Decorations B.V.

Amerikalaan 21

6199 AE Maastricht Airport

The Netherlands

Tel +31 (0)43 358 676 7

info@vivant.nl

www.vivant.nl


